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Abstract: Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the most prevalent form of cardiovascular disease that
may result in myocardial infarction. Annually, it leads to millions of fatalities and causes billions
of dollars in global economic losses. Limited resources and complexities in interpreting results
pose challenges to healthcare centers in implementing deep learning (DL)-based CAD detection
models. Ensemble learning (EL) allows developers to build an effective CAD detection model by
integrating the outcomes of multiple medical imaging models. In this study, the authors build an
EL-based CAD detection model to identify CAD from coronary computer tomography angiography
(CCTA) images. They employ a feature engineering technique, including MobileNet V3, CatBoost,
and LightGBM models. A random forest (RF) classifier is used to ensemble the outcomes of the
CatBoost and LightGBM models. The authors generalize the model using two benchmark datasets.
The proposed model achieved an accuracy of 99.7% and 99.6% with limited computational resources.
The generalization results highlight the importance of the proposed model’s efficiency in identifying
CAD from the CCTA images. Healthcare centers and cardiologists can benefit from the proposed
model to identify CAD in the initial stages. The proposed feature engineering can be extended using
a liquid neural network model to reduce computational resources.

Keywords: ensemble learning; coronary artery disease; computer tomography; medical image
classification; feature extraction; feature engineering

1. Introduction

CAD is a form of cardiovascular disease that increases global mortality [1]. Hardening
and narrowing coronary arteries reduces blood flow to the heart chambers [2,3]. Early
diagnosis can impede disease development and support healthcare centers in treating
patients effectively [4]. CAD treatment options are based on the severity level of the
disease [5]. Large-scale population screening using image-based detection technologies may
be expensive, especially in developing countries [6–9]. Due to these challenges, researchers
consider non-invasive, cost-effective, rapid, and dependable methods to identify the disease
in the initial stages [10].

In order to detect CAD, medical professionals use a variety of imaging techniques to
inspect the heart, blood arteries, and tissues [11]. Stress testing can evaluate the cardiovas-
cular system’s capacity to resist physical stress by imaging and monitoring its electrical
activity in response to exercise and drugs [12]. It may detect cardiac blood circulation
issues. Nuclear stress tests measure blood circulation using radioactive tracers, whereas
stress echocardiography measures heart function with ultrasound [13]. Acoustic waves are
used in echocardiography to visualize the heart’s anatomy and function. This approach
may assist healthcare centers in identifying cardiac functionality, valve abnormalities, and
regional wall motion anomalies [13]. Coronary angiography involves injecting contrast
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dye into the coronary arteries while performing X-ray imaging to measure blood flow
and blockages [13]. It is used to identify coronary syndrome patients. Angiography is the
standard intrusive procedure for determining CAD, which may harm the patient [14]. It
allows cardiologists to examine blood artery issues, including stenosis, plaque, and obstruc-
tion [15]. Using their experience, cardiologists diagnose CAD and select treatment choices.
This straightforward method requires optimal accuracy, objectivity, and consistency [16].
Evidence suggests automated systems may reduce human errors in CAD identification [17].

Coronary artery stenosis or atherosclerotic blockage may be observed using the high-
resolution images [17]. A computed tomography (CT) scan is extremely adaptable. It
can detect chronic cardiovascular diseases, cancers, and severe injuries [18]. CCTA is a
non-invasive medical treatment that employs CT to provide comprehensive images of the
coronary arteries [18]. It visualizes the anatomy of coronary arteries and plaque, stenosis,
and other abnormalities. In addition, it is highly beneficial in ensuring the existence
of CAD [19]. CT and CCTA are sophisticated imaging techniques to visualize intricate
cross-sectional images [20]. These imaging techniques are crucial in assisting clinicians in
diagnosing cardiac diseases. To assist cardiologists in detecting plaque and stenosis, blood
vessels may be retrieved using image segmentation techniques [20]. These technologies
improve prediction accuracy and treatments and provide follow-up care for individuals
with cardiovascular diseases.

Convolutional neural network (CNN) models are based on deep learning (DL) tech-
niques [21]. The critical features of CAD can be extracted using the pre-trained CNN
models. These models can analyze complex images and produce an optimal outcome.
Transfer learning characteristics of DL techniques can be used in medical imaging for
anomaly detection, size, and diagnosis [21]. Medical imaging applications employ the
CNN models for identifying organs, tumors, and additional anatomical characteristics.
CNN models can evaluate three-dimensional (3D) medical images, including CT scans
and magnetic resonance imaging volumes [22]. 3D CNN models can capture spatial re-
lationships, making them ideal for volumetric medical data analysis. DL-based medical
image analysis models show potential in automated radiography, CT, and mammogra-
phy anomaly identification and categorization. To generalize across multiple contexts,
DL-based CAD identification models demand an extensive amount of labeled training
data [22]. CNN models typically analyze small portions of a CCTA image and lack an
adequate understanding of the underlying context [22]. In significant medical scenarios,
uncertainty assessment is crucial. The model’s ability to reinforce and magnify biases in
the training data raises ethical concerns, specifically when applied to populations with
varying levels of diversity [23–25]. EL combines predictions from models trained on di-
verse datasets to reduce class imbalances [26]. This helps in avoiding the majority class’s
dominance in predictions. Interpretability may be improved by combining the outcomes of
the simpler and more complex models. Uncertainty is intrinsically measured by ensemble
models [26]. The capability of EL-based models to address the limitations and uncertain-
ties of individual models makes them a beneficial technique for healthcare applications.
Across different datasets and environments, ensembles frequently deliver higher levels of
performance [26]. The ability to offer dependable and consistent outcomes is significant
in medical applications. It is possible to reduce the impact of biases in individual models
by using ensemble approaches. In order to generate an evenly distributed CAD detection
system, it is recommended to use ensembles with diverse biases, as individual models may
have a bias toward certain kinds of data [27].

In recent times, researchers have used EL to build effective and reliable medical
image classifiers. Zhang et al. [26] developed an EL-based CAD detection model using
echocardiography. The authors [27] proposed a model based on the EL technique for
detecting CAD. Alothman et al. [28] proposed a model to detect CAD using CCTA images.
In study [29], the authors proposed a CNN-based CAD detection model. Han et al. [30]
built an assessment model using the CCTA images. Chen et al. [31] proposed a vascular
extraction and stenosis detection model using the DL technique. Papandrianos et al. [32]
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employed a DL technique for automating CAD detection. Pan et al. [33] applied a U-Net
model for segmenting the coronary arteries from the CCTA images. Zeleznik et al. [34]
built a model for predicting cardiovascular risk using a deep CNN model. Huang et al. [35]
developed a reporting system in order to predict CAD. They employed pre-trained models
to extract the crucial features. Moon et al. [36] employed a CNN model to identify CAD.
However, training and maintaining multiple models may be computationally expensive,
especially when dealing with massive datasets [37]. The efficiency of EL-based models
may be influenced by mislabeled or extremely noisy data. In comparison to individual
models, ensemble models demand extensive training periods. There is a lack of a CAD
detection model that can operate with limited processing power and storage space. In
addition, a resource-constrained CAD detection model can be integrated with modern
medical diagnostics and accelerate early identification. Therefore, the authors intend to
build an EL-based detection model to detect CAD with limited resources.

The contributions of the proposed study are as follows:

1. A feature engineering model based on the MobileNet V3 model is proposed for
extracting meaningful features from the CCTA images.

2. An EL-based CAD detection model is introduced using CatBoost, LightGBM, and RF
classifiers to classify the CCTA images into normal and abnormal classes.

3. Generalization of the CAD detection model using real-time datasets.

The study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed methodology for
detecting CAD using the CCTA images. The experimental results are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 discusses the significance of the proposed CAD detection model. Lastly, the
contributions and future directions of the proposed study are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the authors built a CAD detection model using the EL technique. The EL
technique is a prominent strategy integrating numerous base models to increase overall
prediction performance. In contrast to straightforward ensemble methods such as bagging
and boosting, stacked generalization combines the benefits of multiple base models to
produce a more robust and accurate predictive model. A meta-model learns to efficiently
balance the contributions of each base model, which may capture different elements of the
underlying patterns in the CCTA images. Medical image classification relies on RF [38],
CatBoost [39], and Microsoft’s Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) [40] due to
their robust performance, interpretability, and ability to handle complex data. LightGBM is
an efficient and fast gradient boosting system [40]. A histogram-based learning strategy is
employed to expedite training by dividing continuous feature values into discrete bins. As
an EL technique, RF constructs multiple decision trees and integrates their findings. The
generalizability and robustness of results are enhanced using the ensemble technique. Com-
pared to other models, CatBoost typically requires limited hyperparameter modification,
making it user-friendly for medical image analysis with various features. LightGBM is scal-
able and handles massive datasets, making it ideal for medical imaging applications with
multiple images and features. Therefore, the authors were motivated to apply CatBoost,
LightGBM, and RF models in the proposed study for classifying the CCTA images.

Figure 1 presents the proposed methodology for classifying the CCTA images. Initially,
a 3D CNN technique generates the straightened MPR volume in a longitudinal view of
vessels. The CCTA image quality is improved using pre-processing techniques. In order to
classify the CCTA images, the authors construct a CNN-based feature engineering model
using the MobileNet V3 model’s weights. The features are converted into a one-dimensional
array using a flattened layer. CatBoost and LightGBM models are employed to classify the
features, and outcomes are stacked into a single layer. Finally, the authors apply the RF
model to categorize the CCTA images into normal and abnormal classes.
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Figure 1. The proposed CAD detection model.

2.1. Image Acquisition

The authors generalized the proposed model using two datasets. Dataset 1 consists
of 1000 3D CCTA images [41]. The data were collected from the Guangdong Provincial
People’s Hospital, China, between April 2012 and December 2018. The images were
captured using a Siemens 128-slice dual-source scanner. The size of CCTA images is
512 × 512 × (206–275) voxels with a planar resolution of 0.29–0.43 mm2 and spacing of
0.25–0.45 mm. Dataset 2 encompasses 2364 CCTA images of 500 patients [42]. The images
were represented in Mosaic Projection View (MPV) format, consisting of 18 unique views
of vertically stacked straightened coronary arteries. Table 1 offers the attributes of datasets
1 and 2, respectively.

Table 1. Attributes of the datasets.

Dataset Normal Abnormal Total Number of Images

1 503 497 1000

2 1182 1182 2364

Straightening arteries reduces vascular complexity, simplifying the feature extraction
process [43]. Stacking straightened images generates cohesive input for training the DL
models. Straightened artery images are stacked to minimize optical angle and tortuous
vessel fluctuations. Using these characteristics, the CNN models classify the images. This
consistency helps the model learn and generalize across scenarios [43]. Deep learning
algorithms may require fewer layers and parameters to extract useful information from
straightened artery images compared to complex, convoluted representations. This may
boost model performance and training efficiency. In order to extract the straightened
arteries from the 3D CCTA images, the authors follow the Candemir et al. [43] model.
However, they used a three-dimensional U-Net model to improve the performance of the
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extraction process. The annotated 3D CCTA images are processed through the U-Net model
in order to extract the normal and abnormal images. The centerline extraction method
is used to deform the mean shape model to the vessel volume. It utilizes the coronary
ostia and cardia chambers for centerline extraction. Figure 2 shows the recommended
straightened artery extraction technique.
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Equation (1) shows the vessel extraction process.

Vi = Centerline_extraction(CCTAi, Co, Cc) (1)

where Vi is the vessel-centerline extraction, Co is the coronary ostia, and Cc is the cardiac
chamber.

The authors applied custom clamping logic to handle the variations in the coronary
artery lengths. The empty frames were integrated with the arterial volumes to reshape the
vessel borders. The authors used the weights of the 3D-U-Net model to process the coronary
MPV volumes. A set of five convolutional layers with 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 filters were
used for constructing the CNN model. A 2 × 2 × 2 max pool and ReLu layers were used
for handling the spatial invariance and model parameters. A flattened layer with a fully
connected (FCN) layer generated normal and abnormal CCTA images.

2.2. Image Preprocessing

The shape and curvature of the arteries play a crucial role in CAD detection. The
vessel curvature, bends, and twists are the critical features for classifying the CCTA images.
An abnormal coronary artery diameter may suggest stenosis or other complications. Calci-
fications or plaques in the arterial walls may indicate atherosclerosis, a prevalent concern in
coronary artery disease. A crucial characteristic to observe is the narrowing of the coronary
arteries due to stenosis. This condition suggests reduced blood flow to the heart. The
existence of coronary arteries can be rendered apparent by using contrast enhancements
and variations. The CCTA images contain multiple noises and artifacts that may influence
the performance of the proposed CAD detection model. In addition, the preprocessed
images can improve the proposed feature engineering process to generate meaningful
features. Thus, the authors employed a number of image preprocessing techniques to
address the noise and motion artifacts. Steerable filters can respond to gradients at any
angle [44]. To control the direction of a filter, the horizontal and vertical components can be
combined at a certain angle of orientation [44]. There is an option to fine-tune the parame-
ters to modify the responses of the filters or directly control the filters themselves in order
to maintain the steering process. Steerable filters can enhance, compress, identify edges,
analyze textures, and analyze image motion. Initially, the steerable filter function is used
to obtain crucial features with specific orientations in the CCTA images. The sinusoidal
function optimizes the filter to select the desired orientation. Additionally, the steerable
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pyramid feature captures the vessel lengths of the primary CCTA images. Equation (2)
highlights the steerable filter function.

CCTAi = Steerable_ f ilter(CCTAi, n, ω, s) , i = 1, 2, . . . n (2)

where CCTAi is the image, n is the filter order that determines the filter’s orientation, ω is
the spatial frequency, and s is the filter’s size.

To address the limitations of traditional back projection, filtered back projection (FBP)
uses a convolution filter to reduce blurring [45]. The cross-section attenuation coefficients
are calculated using simultaneous equations of ray summing at different sine wave angles.
The authors apply a filtered back projection algorithm to reconstruct the CCTA images.
The algorithm uses maximum likelihood expectation maximization to refine the recon-
structed images in order to reduce the artifacts. Equation (3) presents the motion artifact
reduction process.

CCTAi = FBP(CCTAi, T) , i = 1, 2, . . . n (3)

where CCTAi is the image, FBP is the filtered back projection, and T is the threshold for
image reconstruction.

Furthermore, the Frangi filter enhances vessel-like features using a multiplicative
sigmoid function [46]. It calculates vessels from eigenvalues. High vessels are used for
tubular structures like blood vessels, and low vessels are used for non-tubular structures.
The Frangi filter allows for improved vessel appearance adaptation due to its greater
sensitivity to vessel sizes and shapes. It improves blood vessel visibility and recognition
in angiograms and other vascular imaging modalities. Similarly, the Sato filter enhances
tubular or vessel-like features in medical images [47]. It uses Hessian matrix eigenvalues to
represent local second-order intensity fluctuations in an image. It is designed to improve
structures with a tubular form, which is typical of blood arteries. An eigenvalue of the
Hessian matrix is used to calculate vesselness, and the filter highlights high vesselness
locations. This study used the Frangi and Sato filters to enhance blood vessel quality. The
Frangi filter emphasizes the elongated structures and suppresses the noises. The Sato
filter computes the eigenvalues of the structure tensor to improve vessels of different sizes.
Equation (4) highlights the vessel enhancement processes.

CCTAi = F_F(CCTAi) + S_F(CCTAi) , i = 1, 2, . . . n (4)

where CCTAi is the image, F_F is the Frangi filter, and S_F is the Sato filter.
In addition, the authors used a data augmentation technique to address the class im-

balance of the datasets. They applied rotation (90
◦
, 180

◦
, and 270

◦
), horizontal and vertical

flips, translation, and elastic deformation to generate multiple views of the CCTA images.

2.3. Feature Engineering

The authors construct a CNN-based feature engineering model using six convolu-
tional layers with batch normalization and ReLu layers. They employed the weights of the
MobileNet V3 model to train the final set of layers in order to extract the image features.
An FCN layer with a sigmoid function was used for image classification. Figure 3 presents
the proposed feature engineering process. CatBoost is an open-source framework that
handles categorical features using gradient boosting. It operates on organized categorical
data, including tabular datasets. Without pre-processing or one-hot encoding, CatBoost
automatically handles categorical features. This may streamline the DL processes, which is
especially beneficial for datasets that contain numerical and categorical columns. CatBoost
reduces the demand for imputation when dealing with missing datasets. The data imputa-
tion is performed using the inherent functionality of the CatBoost framework. CatBoost
can utilize GPU acceleration on suitable hardware, resulting in accelerated training and
improved performance. It offers a range of hyperparameters to maximize the performance
of the proposed model. In addition, it incorporates functionality for conducting grid and
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random searches to optimize hyperparameters. Using the CatBoost model’s features, the
authors classified the CCTA images.
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The CatBoost model is initialized with a single decision tree. The initial weights are
assigned to the instances of the dataset. An iterative training procedure is followed to build
an ensemble of decision trees. Based on the ensemble’s current prediction, a new tree is
assigned to the negative gradient of the loss function. In addition, ordered boosting is
applied to handle the categorical features without complexities. Using the target variable’s
response, a sorting of the features is performed. The ordered structure is employed to build
the tree in order to manage the categorical splits. The FCN layer is replaced with CatBoost
after the completion of the training phase. The outcomes are stacked into a vector. Figure 3
highlights the feature engineering processes.

Equation (5) presents the mathematical form of the loss function for CatBoost-based
binary classification.

Loss (T, P) = − 1
N

N

∑
i=1

[Ti log(Pi) + (1 − Ti) log(1 − Pi)] (5)

where N is the number of features, Ti is the actual class, Pi is the predicted class. CatBoost
minimizes the loss function by adjusting the model’s hyperparameters. Equation (6) shows
the overall ensemble prediction.

F(x) = η f1(x) + η f2(x) + · · ·+ η fn(x) (6)

where F(x) is the final prediction of the CatBoost model, η is the learning rate, and fn(x) is
the prediction of the nth tree.

LightGBM is especially suitable for handling massive datasets and highly dimensional
feature spaces. The authors apply LightGBM to classify the extracted features into normal
and abnormal classes. The findings of the LightGBM model are stacked into the vector.
LightGBM assembles a group of imperfect learners, typically decision trees, in an ordered
manner, intending to fix the errors made by earlier trees. A differentiable loss function is
minimized to reduce the difference between predicted values and actual labels. In order to
minimize loss, LightGBM builds the tree level by level using a leaf-wise tree development
technique. LightGBM uses regularization to prevent overfitting. Leaf weights are regular-
ized to control model complexity. To accelerate training, LightGBM uses a method called
gradient-based one-side sampling. The gradient of the loss function determines the sam-
pling of instances for the expansion of each tree. The training method assigns substantial
weight to instances with larger gradients, resulting in more effective learning. In addition,
the authors enable parallel learning in order to generalize the outcome across diverse com-
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putational resources. The sum of the logistic regression and regularization terms generates
the objective function. Equations (7) and (8) present the objective function generation.

O = ∑N
i=1 log(1 + exp(−2TiF(ai))) + λ∑k

m=1 W2
k (7)

where O is the objective function, N is the number of features, Ti is the true label, F(ai) is
the sum of prediction, k is the number of leaves in all the trees, Wk is the weight of the kth

tree, λ is the regularization parameter.

O = O + η ∑T
t=1 Ot (8)

where Ot is the objective function of the Tth tree.

2.4. CAD Identification

The authors employ RF as a meta-model to aggregate the outcomes of the CatBoost
and LightGBM models to generate a final prediction. The stacked outcomes are used as
input for the RF classifier. The inherent prediction aggregation functionality supports the
model to generalize on diverse datasets. The mathematical form of the EL-based predictions
is represented in Equation (9). Figure 4 reveals the meta-model-based CAD detection.
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Equation shows the computational form of ensemble prediction.

Ensemble_Prediction = RF_Classi f ier(Catboost( f ), LightGBM( f ), h) (9)

where f is the features, and h are the hyperparameters of the RF classifier.
In order to fine-tune the hyperparameters of the RF classifier, the random search tech-

nique is employed. Equation (10) presents the mathematical form of the fine-tuning process.

Ensemble_Prediction = Random_search.RF_Classi f ier( f , n, m, r) (10)

where “.” represents the fine-tuning process, f is the features, n is the number of estimators,
m is the maximum depth of the tree, and r is the random state.

2.5. Performance Evaluation

In the process of analyzing a deep learning-based CAD detection model, it is standard
practice to utilize a number of performance measures to evaluate multiple facets of the
model’s performance. These metrics include accuracy (Acc), precision (Pre), recall (Rec),
F1-score (F1), and Cohen’s kappa (Kap). Acc is the ratio of occurrences that were accurately
predicted to the total number of instances. It offers a comprehensive evaluation of the
accuracy of the proposed CAD detection model. In CAD identification, Pre assesses the
model’s ability to prevent false positives. A high level of accuracy in CAD identification
suggests that the model is likely to provide effective CAD predictions. As a measurement
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of the model’s capacity to capture every instance of CAD, Rec is an essential component in
the process of CAD detection. A high recall guarantees the model detects CAD instances
accurately, minimizing false negatives. F1 is useful in situations where there is an unequal
distribution of classes. It is a unified measure that incorporates both recall and precision
data. Kap provides a measurement of the degree of agreement between the predictions
made by the model and the actual labels, while considering the influence of randomness.
Uncertainty analysis evaluates model prediction risk. It determines the likelihood of an
inaccurate prediction. Standard deviation (SD) and confidence interval (CI) are crucial
in medical diagnostics systems. Uncertainty analysis can facilitate the evaluation of a
model’s calibration. A well-calibrated model delivers precise predictions and trustworthy
confidence estimations. The generalization of the EL-based medical image classification
model may be effectively assessed using uncertainty analysis.

3. Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed CAD detection model, the authors used
Windows 10 Professional, Intel i7 with 16 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3050, and the
Python 3.8.1 environment. They generalized the model using datasets 1 and 2. The datasets
are divided into a train set (70%) and a test set (30%). The source codes of MobileNet V3,
CatBoost, and LightGBM are extracted from the Github repositories [39,40]. However, the
suggested image pre-processing and fine-tuning procedures are required to generate the
outcome. In addition, PyTorch and Keras libraries are used for the model development.
The authors trained the model with epochs of 12 and 16 and batches of 14 and 15 for
datasets 1 and 2, respectively. A learning rate of 1 × 10−4, strides of 2, a decay rate of
0.94 per 2 epochs, and a sigmoid function are used for the image classification. Figure 5
shows the performance of the proposed model in different epochs. The proposed EL-based
CAD detection achieved an exceptional outcome. The suggested feature engineering model
assists the model in identifying the normal and abnormal classes effectively.
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The binary classification performance of the proposed model is listed in Table 2.
Figure 6 highlights the significance of the recommended CAD detection model. It is evident
that the proposed preprocess techniques and feature engineering model have addressed
the existing challenges in generating meaningful features.
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Table 2. Findings of performance analysis.

Classes/
Metrics Acc Pre Rec F1 Kap

Dataset 1

Normal 99.8 98.9 99.1 99.0 95.6

Abnormal 99.7 99.1 98.8 98.9 95.8

Average 99.7 99.0 98.9 98.9 95.7

Dataset 2

Normal 99.6 98.8 98.7 98.7 95.7

Abnormal 99.7 98.9 98.6 98.7 95.8

Average 99.6 98.8 98.6 98.7 95.7
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The findings of the comparative analysis using dataset 1 are presented in Table 3.
The recommended model outperforms the existing CAD detection by achieving superior
results. The suggested stacked generalization using CatBoost, LightGBM, and RF models
produced remarkable performance. Figure 7 reveals the performance of the CAD detection
models on dataset 1.

Table 3. Outcome of comparative analysis—dataset 1.

Classes/Metrics Acc Pre Rec F1 Kap

Alothman et al. [28] 98.6 98.2 98.1 98.1 95.1

Wahab Sait et al. [29] 99.5 98.9 98.9 98.9 96.2

Huang et al. [35] 98.3 97.2 97.0 97.1 94.1

Li et al. [37] 97.4 97.5 97.8 97.6 93.4

Moon et al. [36] 98.5 97.9 97.6 97.7 94.7

EfficientNet B7 97.8 96.9 97.2 97.0 91.5

MobileNet V3 98.1 97.4 97.6 97.5 92.1

Proposed Model 99.7 99.0 98.9 98.9 95.7
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Table 4 offers the outcome of the comparative analysis using dataset 2. The recom-
mended hyperparameter optimization has tuned the RF classifier to yield an effective
outcome. In addition, the feature engineering technique generated meaningful features
from the CCTA images. The results of the comparative analysis are presented in Figure 8.

Table 4. Outcome of comparative analysis—dataset 2.

Classes/Metrics Acc Pre Rec F1 Kap

Alothman et al. [28] 98.6 98.2 97.8 97.9 94.2

Wahab Sait et al. [29] 99.4 98.5 98.6 98.7 95.0

Huang et al. [35] 97.5 97.1 97.5 97.2 93.2

Li et al. [37] 98.4 97.5 97.9 97.8 92.8

Moon et al. [36] 98.5 97.6 98.2 97.9 93.8

EfficientNet B7 96.8 97.2 97.6 97.4 91.8

MobileNet V3 97.2 96.9 97.3 97.4 92.2

Proposed Model 99.6 98.8 98.6 98.7 95.7
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The uncertainty analysis is presented in Table 5. The findings indicate the reliability
of the proposed model. In addition, it reveals that the model is well calibrated and can
support the physician in making effective decisions.

Table 5. Findings of uncertainty analysis.

Classes/Metrics
Dataset 1 Dataset 2

Loss SD CI Loss SD CI

Alothman et al. [28] 2.7 0.0021 [96.62–96.71] 2.3 0.0017 [98.55–98.61]

Wahab Sait et al. [29] 1.9 0.0019 [97.41–97.49] 1.8 0.0019 [98.64–98.72]

Huang et al. [35] 2.4 0.0026 [96.57–97.23] 1.6 0.0019 [97.81–98.42]

Li et al. [37] 2.7 0.0027 [95.81–96.34] 2.5 0.0023 [98.52–98.69]

Moon et al. [36] 3.2 0.0029 [95.82–98.91] 2.4 0.0016 [97.32–97.42]

EfficientNet B7 1.9 0.0035 [96.13–97.15] 1.7 0.0018 [97.56–98.21]

MobileNet V3 2.2 0.0029 [97.21–96.23] 2.5 0.0021 [98.12–98.26]

Proposed Model 1.2 0.0013 [98.41–98.72] 1.2 0.0011 [98.57–98.89]

Lastly, the computational configuration for the CAD detection model is listed in Ta-
ble 6. The proposed CAD detection model demands a minimum number of parameters
and floating point operations (FLOPs) for generating the outcome. It is evident that the
recommended model can be deployed in healthcare centers with minimal computational re-
sources.
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Table 6. Computational strategies.

Classes/Metrics

Dataset 1 Dataset 2

Parameters
(in Millions

(M))

FLOPs
(in Giga (G)) Learning Rate

Parameters
(in Millions

(M))

FLOPs
(in Giga (G)) Learning Rate

Alothman et al. [28] 5.2 15.9 1 × 10−3 4.3 16.2 1 × 10−3

Wahab Sait et al. [29] 3.6 17.5 1 × 10−4 3.6 15.8 1 × 10−4

Huang et al. [35] 6.9 23.5 1 × 10−3 8.1 24.6 1 × 10−3

Li et al. [37] 7.1 24.9 1 × 10−3 9.6 24.8 1 × 10−3

Moon et al. [36] 7.4 23.7 1 × 10−3 7.4 23.9 1 × 10−3

EfficientNet B7 4.8 15.8 1 × 10−3 5.9 17.8 1 × 10−3

MobileNet V3 5.1 12.6 1 × 10−4 4.8 13.4 1 × 10−4

Proposed Model 3.8 12.1 1 × 10−4 4.1 12.5 1 × 10−4

4. Discussion

In this study, the authors developed a CAD detection model using the EL approach.
Image preprocessing techniques were applied to overcome the image noise and artifacts.
These techniques were employed to support the MobileNet V3 model to extract meaningful
features. The 3D-U-Net model was used to generate the straightened coronary artery
images. The artery straightening process was employed to produce the vertically stacked
artery images. These images are crucial in identifying normal and abnormal images. The
authors addressed the class imbalances using multiple data augmentation techniques.
CatBoost and LightGBM models were used to generate the outcome using the image
features. Finally, the outcomes were assembled using the RF model. The generalization of
the CAD detection model was performed using two benchmark datasets. Baseline models
were compared with the proposed model.

Comparative analysis outcomes are presented in Tables 3 and 4. The recommended
EL-based classification model obtained an exceptional Acc of 99.7 and 99.6 and F1 of
98.9 and 98.7 for datasets 1 and 2, respectively. The proposed EL-based CAD detection
model obtained outstanding results in datasets 1 and 2. Compared to the existing models,
the proposed model produced a higher level of accuracy. By assembling the predictions of
the CatBoost and LightGBM models, the overall accuracy of CAD detection is improved.
The suggested model outperformed the baseline models. In addition, the outcome of the
uncertainty analysis is listed in Table 5. It revealed the reliability of the proposed model’s
results. The recommended artery straightening process assisted the model in detecting
the crucial features needed to identify CAD. Finally, Table 6 highlights the importance of
the proposed CAD detection model in a resource-constrained environment. The proposed
model generated the results with few parameters and FLOPs. In contrast, the existing
models required substantial computational resources for CAD detection.

Alothman et al. [28] employed a set of image preprocessing techniques and a pre-
trained model for classifying the CCTA images. Likewise, Wahabsait et al. [29] employed a
UNet++ model that requires additional computational resources for CAD detection. Huang
et al. [35] built the CAD detection model using the one-dimensional sequence checking
hybrid technique. They used the 3D-U-Net architecture for image segmentation. The model
demanded substantial computational resources to produce a reasonable performance.
Moon et al. [36] proposed an algorithm to extract critical elements of CAD. They applied a
self-attention mechanism for classifying the images. The gradient-weighted class activation
mapping was used to visualize the stenosis locations. Li et al. [37] proposed a risk stratifi-
cation system for predicting CAD. They employed a fusion framework to identify CAD
from the complex images. The EfficientNet B7 architecture is relatively complex, which
may pose challenges to implementing the CAD detection model in a resource-constrained
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environment. A dedicated hyperparameter tuning was required to enhance the Efficient-
Net B7 model’s efficiency. The MobileNet V3 model is a lightweight feature extraction
model. An additional training phase and image preprocessing were required to detect
CAD effectively. In contrast, the proposed model followed the EL approach for image
classification. It required a limited amount of resources to generate the outcome. Disanto
et al. [46] introduced an image preprocessing technique to enhance the quality of the CCTA
images. They employed multiple filter techniques to support the DL models in detecting
CAD. The proposed CAD detection model has used Frangi and Sato filters to overcome the
challenges in classifying the CCTA images. The findings revealed that the suggested image
preprocessing techniques have improved the proposed model’s performance.

The studies [47–50] proposed a method for detecting CAD markers from the CCTA
images. They applied image segmentation and pixel enhancement techniques to enhance
the CCTA image quality. Likewise, the proposed model used the FBP algorithm for CCTA
image reconstruction. The exceptional performance of the recommended model represents
the significance of the FBP algorithm. The studies [51–53] discussed the importance of
Bayesian inference models in decoding anomalous diffusion using CT images. Similarly,
the proposed model employed feature engineering based on the MobileNet V3 model for
classifying the normal and abnormal classes by identifying the intricate patterns of CAD.

The suggested approach can automatically evaluate CT scans to detect CAD symptoms,
assisting medical personnel with the initial screening procedure. The recommended CAD
detection approach can rapidly analyze medical images to minimize the CCTA image
interpretation period. With the help of the suggested model, it is possible to quantify
the degree of coronary artery blockages and their severity. This information can assist
physicians in determining the appropriate medical intervention, including angioplasty and
coronary artery bypass grafting. Prioritizing patients by irregularity severity can optimize
healthcare resource allocation. The proposed model can evaluate massive datasets in a
consistent and efficient manner, increasing the likelihood of identifying minor irregularities
that may be missed in human evaluations. When compared with conventional approaches,
the suggested CAD detection model can process medical image analysis efficiently. This
efficiency enables healthcare practitioners to focus on interpretation and decision-making.
The proposed model can quantify CAD markers, including vascular diameters, stenosis
severity, and other quantitative treatment planning parameters. In contrast to subjective
interpretations, it can offer a more objective and standardized evaluation, which may result
in more consistent diagnoses. The experimental results indicated that there is no bias or
overfitting in the model’s outcome. Using the recommended model, healthcare centers
maintain the users’ data privacy.

In resource-constrained contexts, the suggested CAD detection model can detect ab-
normalities in CCTA images. It maintained a trade-off between model complexity and
interpretability. The proposed model can improve the diagnostic procedure without a
substantial workforce or infrastructure. Healthcare facilities and cardiologists may greatly
benefit from the proposed model for detecting CAD during the initial screening procedure.
Within healthcare settings, patient data may produce a large amount of unpredictabil-
ity. The authors trained the proposed model using benchmark datasets to handle such
unpredictability. The model’s generalizability is essential across a wide range of patient
populations for reliable CAD diagnosis. Patients with a greater risk for CAD may be
identified with the use of the suggested model. The proposed method can be beneficial in
offering personalized treatments based on the patient’s risk profile. Furthermore, the rec-
ommended CAD detection model can be updated or retrained to identify CAD in diverse
patient populations.

During the model development, the authors encountered a few challenges. The
image noise and artifacts reduced the feature’s quality. Multiple image preprocessing
steps were required to improve the performance of the MobileNet V3 model. The artery
straightening process was applied in order to generate vertically stacked artery images
similar to dataset 2. The authors conducted various data augmentation techniques to
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improve the proposed model’s performance. The RF-based classifier has demanded a
fine-tuning process to streamline the classification process. The model was generalized to
two datasets. However, it demands substantial training in order to generate an exceptional
result in real-time applications. An additional training program is required to assist the
cardiologist in making effective decisions. To ensure proper and effective deployment in
healthcare practice, the developers should address model interpretability, ethical issues,
and ongoing validation in diverse patient groups. The number of parameters and FLOPs
depends on the dataset’s size. However, the suggested model required limited resources to
identify the normal and abnormal classes. The severity of CAD is based on factors including
the age and lifestyle of the individual. To strengthen the decision-making capability of the
proposed model, diverse datasets are required. There is a demand for effective collaboration
between researchers and healthcare centers to use CCTA images while maintaining data
privacy policies. This collaboration can reduce the data bias in CAD detection models. The
proposed model can be improved using liquid neural network-based feature extraction.
Multiple CNN models can be integrated with the proposed model to generate unique
CAD features.

5. Conclusions

The authors developed a model based on the EL technique for detecting CAD using
the CCTA images. They proposed image preprocessing, feature engineering, and image
classification techniques to overcome the shortcomings of the existing CAD detection
model. The 3D-U-Net model was developed to generate the vertically stacked coronary
artery images. A CNN model with the MobileNet V3 model’s weights was proposed for
feature extraction. The CatBoost and LightGBM models were used to classify the features.
In addition, the outcomes were assembled using the RF classifier. The proposed model
was generalized using two benchmark datasets. It detected CAD with an accuracy of
99.7 and 99.6 and a number of parameters of 3.8 M and 4.1 M for datasets 1 and 2. The
experimental results highlighted the proposed CAD detection model’s effectiveness in
detecting CAD. The EL approach supported the proposed model, which outperformed the
recent CAD detection models. The recommended model can be deployed in healthcare
centers to assist cardiologists in making a practical decision. Researchers and developers
can use the study’s findings to build EL-based CAD detection models. Integrating a liquid
neural network-based feature extraction can improve the model’s performance.
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